ABSTRACT

Web content and web management become more important in recent days. The increasing number of information and Internet facility has enabled the enhancement of information sharing in the organization. Static web site is considered unsuitable for the advancement of the information era. The need for structured and manageable contents of the web site is among the important features of nowadays web development. The development of Web Management System (WMS) as a tool to support document, information and content management is to encourage all members in the group or the organization to play the different important roles. This also enables the collaboration among its members so that the web system will succeed. WMS can be used to reduce the time to develop the website and modification of the content in the page can be done in different place. Members who are responsible to the web site can be anyone using their own privilege towards the system. Different types of user class may have their own web user account to access certain resources in the WMS. Therefore, the WMS can offer various functionalities to the group or organization. The general objective of this project is to design a small group web management system model and it can be used by the group to communicate, share or work through online environment.